
ID2DIN-KIT

Radio and radio components not included.

2-DIN Radio Template and Trim Ring 
Installation Kit
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Tools you’ll need Wire cutters, flat blade, strippers, screw driver, crimp tool, 
permanent marker, file, hacksaw blade holder or Dremel tool 

STEP 1 
Insert the DIN tools into the two holes on 
each side of the radio. 

(Installer’s Note: It is recommended the 
battery be disconnected before starting 
the replacement process.)

STEP 2 
Once inserted, firmly push the DIN tools away 
from each other, one towards the driver side, 
the other towards the passenger side.

STEP 3 
Keeping them in this position, begin to pull 
them back out slowly until you feel them lock 
into place. Once in place, continue to push 
the tools away from each other and begin 
pulling the radio out of the dash.
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STEP 7
The wire colors on the new radio harness will likely 
match the color/function of the old radio wire 
harness. Compare the new radio harness colors 
and functions using the old radio wiring diagram 
on the back page. Cut, strip and connect the wires 
on the new radio harness to the old harness one 
wire at a time starting with the YELLOW wire first, 
then BLACK, then RED. These are the power and 
ground connections.

DO NOT CUT ALL WIRES AT THE SAME TIME. 
YELLOW is a live (+) battery connection and BLACK is ground. 

Installer’s Note: 
(Once the power wires are finished, the speaker wires can be replaced in any order)

The M2 and M6 radios will require additional wire and video connections for proper 
function. Please see the wiring information in the M2 or M6 owner’s manuals to make all 
the necessary connections. 

STEP 6
Remove the Mounting Sleeve from the dash.

STEP 4 
Unplug the harness and AV cables from 
the back of the radio.

STEP 5 
Using a small screwdriver or similar 
tool, bend the mounting tabs that hold 
the radio Mounting Sleeve in place up and 
out of the way.  
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STEP 8
When you have two of the same color wires 
stripped, twist them together tightly.

STEP 9
Insert the twisted wires into one of the 
provided crimp end connectors.

(Installer’s Note: Make sure that none of the 
wire is exposed below the bottom of the end 
connector or you could get a short. Trim if 
necessary.)  

STEP 10
Use a crimp tool to firmly squeeze the two 
wires together. 

(Installer’s Note: Pliers can be used if a crimp 
tool isn’t available.) 

STEP 11
Push all wires back into the 
hole in the dash and away from 
the edge so that they do not 
get in the way with the cutting 
tool.   
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STEP 14
Even out any jagged 
edges with a file.

STEP 15
Remove the 2 top 
screws, then 
remove the radio 
Mounting Sleeve 
with the provided 
Release Keys.   

STEP 12
Use provided Trim as a template for the 
cutout size needed for the new M2/M6 radio 
hole.  Use a permanent marker to draw a 
line from the inside edge of the Trim.

STEP 13
Use a cutting tool 
(such as a hacksaw 
blade holder or Dremel 
tool) to carefully 
enlarge the hole to 
match your drawn line.

Actual cutout dimension
will be 7 1/8" W x 4 3/8" H
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STEP 18
Pull the cables through the new Mounting 
Sleeve and bend down the mounting tabs 
to hold the Mounting Sleeve firmly in place.

STEP 17
If needed, slide the 
black trim around the 
Mounting Sleeve.  
Have the texture side 
facing up.   

STEP 16
Insert the radio mounting sleeve into the dashboard opening to check the fit. The 
mounting sleeve should fit snug and not fall through the dash opening. Also, there 
should not be any gaps or open areas around the outer part of the mounting sleeve. 

In the event that the newly cut radio hole is less than perfect, you can use the 
plastic template as a trim ring to eliminate those gaps. Follow Step 17 to install the 
ring onto the new mounting sleeve. 
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STEP 22
Assembly Complete.

STEP 21
Attach outter Trim 
Ring supplied with 
the new radio. 

STEP 20
Turn on the radio 
and check all 
functions before 
installing the radio 
into the dashboard. 

STEP 19
Plug the 3 main harnesses into the back of 
the new radio. Plug any additional connectors 
into the back of the radio (AM/FM antenna, 
Video output, AUX input etc). 

Note: Actual trim ring 
dimension is 
7 3/8" W x 4 5/8" H
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M9900 Series Wire Harness

Left 
Front Speaker 

Left 
Rear Speaker 

+        - +        - 

Blue Wire: Power Antenna 

Yellow Wire: 12 VDC Constant 

Black Wire: Ground 

Green Wire: Rear Left Speaker (+) 

Green/Black Wire: Rear Left Speaker (-) 

Right 
Rear Speaker 

Right 
Front Speaker 

+       - +       - 
White Wire: Front Left Speaker (+) 

Gray/Black Wire: Front Right Speaker (-) 

White/Black Wire: Front Left Speaker (-) 

Gray Wire: Front Right Speaker (+)  

Red Wire: Ignition Switched 12 VDC 

Purple/Black Wire: Rear Right Speaker (-) 

Purple Wire: Rear Right Speaker (+) 

1 AMP

Reference to Radios: 
M9900, M9900-1, M9900CD, M9999, M9999-2, 
M9900CDS, M9900DVDS 


